Custom Built & Renovated Residential Pools & Spas
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THE CARTER
Our largest private residential
pool to date; The Carter is the
active family’s dream.
A spacious sun ledge entry allows
for plenty of space for lounging
while also leaving ample room
for lap swimmers. Two large
multi-level step-out platforms in
the deep end offer easy access
as well as additional seating.
An 8’ x 18’ raised spa helps anchor
this elegant outdoor space.

The Carter Raised Spa & Water Bowl
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THE DRAPER
The Draper’s sun ledge entry
allows swimmers to ease their way
into this bay front pool. Plenty of
seating in the form of an 8’ bench
offers the perfect place to take in
those summer sunsets, and two
low profile pedestal step-outs in
the deep end allow easy entry and
exit points for dive competitions.
Minimalist white precast concrete
coping gives this pool a sleek
modern look.

The Draper Entry & Seating
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MUNSON
At just 8’6” x 17’, the original
Munson plunge pool is the perfect
addition to any space constrained
yard. Trapezoidal wedding cake
style entry steps help maximize
free swim space while full width
benches in the shallow and deep
ends allow for ample seating
and lounge areas. The natural
marble coping framing three
sides of this pool and omission of
a traditional pool deck carry the
home’s contemporary feel into
the outdoors.
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MUNSON

MUNSON
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MASON
RENOVATION

The Mason pool features a
centered alcove entry in the
shallow end mirrored by a
centered bench in the deep
end. Oversized 24” flagstone
coping and the omission of a
surrounding pool deck give this
pool a striking elegance making
it the immediate focal point.
This renovation consisted of
realigning mismatched floor
returns, updating waterline tile,
fresh plaster application, pressure
washing existing coping, and
replacing damaged coping.

Mason before Renovation
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PHILADELPHIA
The Philadelphia creates a
luxurious outdoor oasis with
natural travertine coping set
against royal blue waterline tile
and a blue green Luna Quartz
interior finish. The Philadelphia
features wedding cake steps
cornered in the shallow end and
an oversized 8’ bench in the deep
end.

Deep End Bench
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NORTH SHORE
RENOVATION
The North Shore pool is a classic
kidney with alcove entry steps
and a large diving well.
The North Shore renovation
consisted of removal of the
original lead paint, updating
plumbing, new coping and
plaster, the pool’s original tiling
was preserved.

North Shore before Renovation
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KENT
The minimalist Kent pool features
bold full width entry steps at the
shallow end and a bench or step
out ledge in the deep end. Clean
lines of the Kent allow it to blend
naturally into any outdoor space
while upgrades in material and
deep end benches or ledges
provide the perfect amount of
customization.
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KENT

KENT
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PILOTTOWN
ROMAN
RENOVATION
The Pilottown Roman features
classic Roman ends with wedding
cake steps nestled in the arc of
the shallow end. The deep end
features a multilevel bench/step
out in each corner.
The Pilottown Roman renovation
included new travertine coping,
updated drains, skimmers, and
lighting, and fresh plaster. The
original waterline and trim tile was
preserved during this renovation.

Pilottown Roman before Renovation
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LINCOLN
The Lincoln is the ultimate
Summer hangout! A wedding
cake entry maximizes free swim
and play space in the shallow
end while the full width bench
attached to the steps provides the
perfect seat for judges to watch
dive competitions in the deep
end. Corner pedestal ledges in
the deep end corners keep the
overall look of this outdoor space
clean and modern.

Wedding Cake Entry with Bench
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THE LINGO
RENOVATION
The Lingo was an old liner pool
in need of a face lift. A traditional
rectangle
with
fiberglass
steps and a diving well. These
homeowners were looking for
a way to introduce two young
children to the water.
This renovation consisted of
elongating the original pool’s
footprint and adding a grand sun
ledge centered in a roman edge
with entry steps on either side.

The Lingo before Renovation
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MATERIALS INDEX BY PROJECT

MATERIALS INDEX BY PROJECT

C
THE CARTER........................................................................................................................................................1, 2
- Pool
- 16” Single Bullnose Grecian Noce Travertine pool coping
- Hasien Barcode Teal Mosaic Glass Tile (6” Waterline & 1” Trim)
- Wet Edge Luna Quartz Martinique interior pool finish
- Spa
- 18” Double Bullnose Grecian Noce Travertine Spa Coping
- Hasien Barcode Teal Mosaic glass tile (6” waterline & 1” trim)
- Limestone Veneer exterior finish on raised walls
- Wet Edge Luna Quartz Martinique interior pool finish
D
THE DRAPER........................................................................................................................................................3, 4
- 12”x 24” Precast Concrete coping
- 6” x 6” Moonbeam ceramic waterline tile (2”x 2” trim)
- White Marbelite interior pool finish
K
KENT................................................................................................................................................................15 - 18
- KENT I..................................................................................................................................................15, 16
- 12” x 48” Afyon Cloud Marble coping
- Mosaic Art Epic Taupe 2” x 2” waterline tile
- Wet Edge Altima French Grey interior pool finish
- KENT II.......................................................................................................................................................17
- 6” x 12” Red Brick paver coping
- 6” x 6” Oak Gemstone ceramic waterline tile
- White Marbelite interior pool finish
- KENT III......................................................................................................................................................18
- 24” x 36” Azura Marble coping
- 2” x 2” Glass waterline tile
- White Marbelite interior pool finish
L
THE LINGO RENOVATION.............................................................................................................................23, 24
- 12”x 24” Bluestone coping
- 6” x 6” Moonbeam ceramic waterline tile
- 2” x 2” Black non-skid ceramic trim tile
- White Marbelite interior pool finish
LINCOLN..........................................................................................................................................................21, 22
- 12”x 24” Slate coping
- 6” x 6” Blue Gemstone ceramic waterline tile
- White Marbelite interior pool finish
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- 24” x 48” Bluestone Coping
- 2” x 2” Glass waterline tile
- White Marbelite Finish

M
MUNSON............................................................................................................................................................5 - 8
- MUNSON I..............................................................................................................................................5, 6
- 8” x 12” Azura Marble coping (shallow end & yard side)
- 24” x 36” Azura Marble automatic cover lid stones (deep end)
- 6” x 6” Cobalt ceramic waterline tile
- 2” x 2” Cobalt non-skid ceramic trim tile
- White Marbelite interior pool finish
- MUNSON II.................................................................................................................................................7
- 12” x 24” Grecian Silver Travertine coping
- 6” x 6” Royal Blue ceramic waterline tile with 6” x 6” accent tile every 3’
- 1” x 2” Royal - Sky Blue trim tile
- Wet Edge Luna Quartz Martinique interior pool finish
- MUNSON III................................................................................................................................................8
- 12” x 24” Grecian Silver Travertine coping
- 6” x 6” Moonbeam ceramic waterline tile (2”x 2” trim)
- White Marbelite interior pool finish
N
NORTH SHORE RENOVATION.......................................................................................................................13, 14
- 12”x 24” Wavy Sand Granite coping
- 6” x 6” Cobalt Blue Moonbeam ceramic waterline tile
- 2” x 2” Cobalt Blue Moonbeam ceramic trim tile
- White Marbelite interior pool finish
P
PHILADELPHIA.................................................................................................................................................11, 12
- 12”x 36” Terra Travertine Antiqued coping
- 6” x 6” Rosetta Field ceramic waterline tile
- 6” x 2” Rosetta Field ceramic trim tile
- Wet Edge Luna Quartz Key West interior pool finish
PILOTTOWN ROAD RENOVATIN..................................................................................................................19, 20
- 12”x 24” Terra Travertine Antiqued coping
- 6” x 6” Lake Blue Botanical ceramic waterline tile
- 2” x 6” Lake Blue Botanical ceramic trim tile
- White Marbelite interior pool finish
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Started by Laurie Carter in June of 2015, Carter Aquatics has seen constant growth
as a pool building and renovating company ever since. The business has completed
renovation and new construction projects for both residential and commercial pools all
over Southern Delaware. Since our founding we have stretched our services from the
Delaware Beaches to include Central Delaware and we are continuously seeking new
opportunities to showcase our design and construction skills.
Owner Laurie Carter and Head of Construction, Chris Howard have the better part of
two decades’ experience in pool construction and management in Sussex County and
the surrounding Delmarva Peninsula. Both Laurie and Chris hold certifications from the
Association of Pool and Spa Professionals (APSP).
Pools are gathering places for families, friends, and neighbors. Whether you’re hosting
a backyard summer barbecue or the annual neighborhood pool party, Carter Aquatics
wants to help you bring people together and ensure you’re getting the most out of your
recreational aquatic experience.

www.carteraquatics.com
PO Box 288 Lewes, DE 19958
Cell 302-236-6952
Fax 302-645-8122

